Surrey Association of Woodturners

Newsletter March 2016
Reports, News and Views from North West Surrey
TOP TIP’s and articles

New Members
Welcome to
Welcome to
Welcome to
Welcome to

Damien McCabe
Mary McCabe
Duncan Clark
Julia Hammond

Member No. 727
Member No. 728
Member No. 729
Member No. 730

PAID UP MEMBERSHIPS for 2016 are 132
(As of going to press)

If you have a tip or article to
share please email it to me at
colin.spain1@virginmedia.com
If a tip keep it short, and if we
are happy with it, I will include it
in one of the newsletters.

Items for the Diary
23rd & 24th April
30th April
2nd May
13th May

Rural Life Centre
Surrey Heath Show
Dapdune Wharf
Greg Moreton

Club Demonstration
Club Demonstration
Club Demonstration
Professional Turner

Tom Purcell has sent in this advert from "Traditional Woodworking" magazine dated June
1999. As you can see the Open Day was held in May back then. Many thanks Tom.
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John’s jottings - Spring 2016
The year opened up with the AGM which was well attended for an AGM. After the business
we had a very interesting talk by Paul Watts about his work as an arboricultural officer. I hope
he is wrong about his prediction for the future of the Ash and Oak trees in our local area. If
they go the way of the Elm we will be very short of wood for turning besides the awful holes
left in our countryside. Mark Baker was the star turn in February. Mark is always good value, a
thought shared by our members as there was not an empty chair in the house that night.
It was very heartening to see a really good turnout for the practical evening. Here is the
opportunity to see several different projects in one evening and to ask pertinent questions of
the turner. It is this opportunity, to ask questions of your peers that is important. No question is
silly; the person standing next to you probably wants to know the answer as well. Thank you to
all of the demonstrators.
April’s chairman’s choice subject of a spoon was prompted by
seeing Denis Findlay giving a masterclass at the practical
evening.
In February Phil Woolsencroft
and David Stratton
demonstrated at the Axminster store in Basingstoke
to
promote the club .This is a good venue to demonstrate
because the people that you speak to have a certain interest
and knowledge of what you are doing, so the questions are
more searching and interesting. The club will be there next on 3 rd April.
So that you all know that your committee has been working hard on your behalf, I need to tell
you that the Open Day subcommittee has already met twice preparing for October .Now the
rest of us need repay the committee by getting into our workshops and turning some special
pieces to put into the various competitions on the day.
John Sherwood – Your new Chairman

A Big thank you

On Sunday 21st February, whilst many of us enjoyed a day of woodturning at the
Workshop Day, Colin Rowe gave up his day to service the clubs big Wivamac. These
periodic reviews are essential for both the continued availability of the lathe as well as the
safety of the users and the Committee would like to express our thanks to him for all his
work. He even found some time to PAT test the extension leads and a members light.
Hi resolution Images of the pictures are available if you would like a record of your
work, please E-Mail Colin Spain on colin.spain1@virginmedia.com (Sorry, in .jpg file
format only)

Top Tip
Cut your own rubber bands from old cycle inner tubes, as wide or narrow as required. Wide
bands , more pressure. Very useful tip if you need to hold smaller pieces together whilst
gluing.
Regards Tom Purcell

Name Badge Draw - Reminder
This year brings a slight change, same £10 prize, but you have to do more to earn it! You
have to be wearing your badge and have ticked your name off on the register sheet by the
main hall door. If not both, then, sorry no prize! It will be checked!
We need to know who is at the club for emergency reasons such as fire. The Mytchett
Centre also likes guests using the bar to sign in. We know that quite a few are not always
signing in, and that could be catastrophic.
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Princes Mead Saturday 27th February 2016 - By Anna-Marie Bennett
This being the first club outing like this that we have attended we were not quite sure what to
expect and you could say we were feeling a little nervous, especially Dad (Max Bennett) who
was demonstrating for the club for the first time. We were as usual met by enthusiasm by the
rest of the group members and made to feel welcome and at ease.
We had a good mix of demonstrators on the lathes throughout the day producing a variety of
different work to keep the public’s interest.
Phil Wolsoncroft was turning some monkey puzzle bowls
which caught lots of people’s attention with the contrast
between the rich coloured branch knots and the pale trunk
wood.
John Creasey and Max
Bennett
demonstrated
some pen turning, John
using
some
bright
coloured acrylics and
Max using some African
black wood.
Jim Gaines was turning some triangular candle sticks
which could be turned over to accommodate different size
candles and Rodney Goodship turned some pears.
Alfie Bradley-Nesbitt drew in the
public showing that woodturning is
suitable for any age; he turned some
bowls, one from a rectangular blank
to produce a bowl with wings.
Dorothy Read produced a lovely
small bowl and was working on a
beautiful yew vessel, the clubs
mentoring
scheme
was
well
demonstrated by the advice that was
given by Paul Nesbitt, Alfie BradleyNesbitt and Phil Wolsoncroft.
Douglas Boud kept the younger
members of the public interested with
his “rocket” turnings and “fairy
mushrooms”.
Mike Bennett and I had an enjoyable day speaking to the
members of the public about the turned products on display
and about SAW, explaining what we offer in terms of
mentoring and workshops as well as the monthly club nights.
It was great to see some of the other SAW members pop by
to support us during the day. We were told that it was a quiet
day in the shopping centre by members who had been
previously, however we thought that most of the public
seemed interested and responsive to the information relayed
about woodturning and about SAW.
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All ahead for Axminster 2016
Another year and another raft of demonstrations for Axminster at their Basingstoke Store.
This year kicked off on the 7th February with David Stratton and Phil Wolsoncroft doing their
interpretation of the Little and Large Show.
Whilst David settled down to a day turning pens on the Axminster AT1416VS Phil was
preparing to seriously test the ability of the larger AT1628VS.
After a few minor adjustments to the 1628’s footings Phil proceeded to rough turn bowls from
blanks ranging up to 450mm Diameter and 200mm deep. The sheer size of these blanks and
the copious amounts of waste produced was an immediate and fascinating attraction to all the
visitors and very well displayed the potential of this machine and the skill of the turner.
Watching Phil attack the blanks was very engaging unless you, or your lathe, happened to be
located in the path of the shavings.
A steady flow of visitors kept both turners as well as the day’s stewards, occupied in
answering questions and offering advice. Several of the visitors had travel to the store
specifically to see the demonstrations and these expressed their full satisfaction with the day’s
demonstrations.
Many of the visitors expressed a keen interest in taking up woodturning as a hobby and these
either took away our brochures or were directed to the club best suited to their home address.
Many thanks go to the Stewards on the day, John Creasey, Anna-Marie, Mike and Max
Bennett, who despite their relative newness in the club offered a very professional service to
all enquirers. Thanks also to all the other members who popped in, either to restock or just
offer support.
Next demonstration at Axminster will be 3rd April when John Sherwood and Denis Findlay will
be entertaining all attending.

Workshop Day - Old Friends and New faces
Date: Sunday 21st February 2016
Location: Small Hall Mychett Centre
Purpose: Workshop day
Sunday 21st February saw the first of this year’s
workshop days.
Five Tutors, Colin Spain, John Sherwood, Richard
Davies, Robert Grant and David Stratton set up
their workstations to provide guidance and advice
to the eight “students” who were able to attend.
Amongst the students were some familiar names,
John Creasey and Paul Sternberg, who have both
been regular attendees over recent years, but the
majority of students attending were from the 2015
intake.

Lunch Time – A well earned break
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As with any such mix the range of abilities and desired objectives for the day varied but after a
bit of discussion a suitable program of instruction was achieved.
Although being virtual Workshop Day Veterans John and Paul were still pleased to receive
guidance on pen turning from Colin Spain, Paul never having seen pens turned close up.
Pens in both wood and acrylic were produced, along with the appropriate finishing and
construction techniques.
Under the supervision of David Stratton, Max Bennett and Julie Considine received advice,
and hands on experience, in the use of the Skew, and, after minimal practice, were both able
to achieve a very commendable finish on the pieces of pine used for the demonstration. Pine
being a soft wood is not necessarily the easiest of wood to achieve a smooth finish requiring
both care and good technique. Having mastered the planing cut they went on to practice the
use of the skew to create beads.
During 2015 the club received the donation of a 5/16 long hole boring tool. This is great for
creating the cable holes on lamps but requires the availability of special drives and live
centres. The club has now purchased two sets; one
for 2MT lathes and one for 1MT lathes, and Max and
Julie were the first to be able to try out these latest
additions to the Tool Loan Box.
Richard Davies was paired up with Anna-Marie
Bennett and Chris King and offered advice and
instruction of the creation of Coves and Beads.
Working from a guide they were shown the various
shapes that can be created with their respective
names.
Master these and you are well on your way.

Chris commented:
“Just a quick note to thank you and the band of volunteers who gave me a very enjoyable day
at Mytchett on Sunday. .
Thanks to Richard for being patient with us while showing us the skills for making some beads
and coves.
Also grateful to Robert for his sharpening skills, managing to sort out the grind angles on my
gouge and hopefully getting me to turn some bowls a bit easier in the process!
It was a good day with lots of goods ideas mentioned, and look forward to putting them into
practice
Thanks again to all”
Julie (Jules) commented:
“It was a great session, I enjoyed it very much, and the people are all so friendly :-)
Kind regards, Julie”
John Sherwood was paired up with Mike Bennett and Dan Blanchard. Under guidance Mike
turned a bowl from scratch whilst Dan reworked a bowl he had previously roughed out.
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Robert Grant arrived with his grinder and jigs and
throughout the day ran his tool sharpening surgery,
giving guidance to the various students on the best
way to achieve a sharp and consistent edge to their
various tools. Many an old tool went home with a nice
new edge and the prospect of a happier future.

We can all learn from others good ideas

Being shown and getting hands on experience of the various techniques is only part of what a
Workshop Day offers. Of almost equal benefit is the chance to meet new members in a
smaller more intimate environment. This will benefit all as they progress through the club. For
the new members it is a chance to meet established club turners whilst it afforded the tutors
an opportunity of putting faces to new names and establishing new friendships.
I suppose I could have called the piece “New Friends and Old Faces” but that doesn’t sound
quite so kind to some of the more senior members attending
Next date is 12th June. From the comments on the day it is expected that many from
February’s workshop will be looking to return, so if you would like to join us look out for the
booking form on the club table and get in early.
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March Practical Night
Another full on Practical Night, our
thanks to John Creasey and Chris
Wild for organizing the evening. As
usual there was a lot going on. On
stage there was the club competition
with both Richard Davies and Charles
Cunningham judging, Bernie Walker
was in charge of the entries and the
smooth running. (At the end of this
report there are the results and a few pictures of 1st and 2nd places). This year sees the added
incentive of a raffle for a bottle of wine, each entry has a ticket given which is later drawn, this
time Dorothy Read was the lucky winner of the wine.
Jennie Starbuck held a “Doctors Surgery”,
which by all accounts was very successful. In
the past these have been met with mixed
feelings, this time Jennie applied a new
approach by bringing some of her earliest
pieces/failures (yes we all have them), thus she
got members talking to her about what had
gone wrong and as to how she overcame the
problem. This had the effect of getting
members to open up.

Robert Grant held a “Sharpening Surgery”
which is always popular, and I saw a number
of members engrossed or even having a go
under Roberts guidance.

The Bennett family who are now running the
raffle have really taken this under their wings
and have some really nice prizes. I had a bit of
a drool when I saw a Crown Cryogenic gouge,
did I win? No…., maybe next time.
I understand there is still more to come.

We had five turners turning; these were Mel Martin turning his miniature goblets.
Arthur Martin turning a 14 inch Oak platter which was to also become a Chinese Chequers
board. Denis Findlay turning spoons and scoops. Tony Wellbelove turning a Square Pestle
and Mortar and a Natural Edge bowl, and lastly Jim Gaines turning a Three Pointed Candle
Holder.
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Mel is well known for his small items, the picture below does not
do them justice, you have to realize that the items are only
around 1 or 2 cm’s tall. One of the first things Mel demonstrated
was making a small turning chisel from an Obo nail.
Mel first took a block of wood about the size of a pen blank or
you could turn a small handle from a scrap of wood, he then
drilled a hole so the Obo nail would be a tight fit and then using
his Dremel and a diamond grinding bit ground the nail to his
required shape, hey presto your tool.

Arthur was on the clubs Wivamac and was kept
busy all night answering questions from his
audience.

Also judging from the amount of shavings, he also
did a fair amount of turning too.

Denis showed off his prowess at turning spoons and scoops, here are a small selection of
those he has made and I believe three were done on the night. It was not all plain sailing as in
the best tradition of woodturning one went awry beyond recovery, but that is the beauty of
these demo’s, it shows we are all human and in the same boat.
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Tony also had a couple of
things that did not go
according to plan,
in his
words it was a disaster, to be
honest I don’t think so. I
seem to remember him
saying a small crack had
appeared in the mortar but
he was able to demonstrate
the process and that is what
counts. I know he also
turned a natural edged bowl
but none of us know when
we
start
out
turning
something how the relief of
stresses are going to affect
what we are doing, so sadly
this also went wrong for him. That’s turning for you.
Jim told me that he felt he had had a good evening, with a
lot of interest shown in what he was doing.

Jim was demonstrating making double
ended three pointed candle sticks.
This is done by mounting a square
cube of wood between centers, but using the points of the wood rather than the centers of the
ends you then create a tenon on one end and shape a cone you then use a chuck to hold the
tenon and hollow out the dish and turn or drill for the candle holder. In this case Jim has made
two ends and a centre ring to hold both ends of the tenon as in the picture.

Also congratulations to Jim for winning the
Chairman’s Challenge and the bottle of
wine for his very nice square edged bowl.
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Club Competition Premier class
1st
Jim Gaines
- Soldier
nd
Joint 2
Rodney Goodship - Candle Stick
2nd
Brian Mitchell
- Clock

Club Competition Advanced class
1st
Colin Rowe
- Goblet
nd
Joint 2
Mike Spaven
- Necklace Stand
2nd
Peter Hart
- Goblet

Club Competition Standard class
1st
Ian Wakeford
- Table
2nd
Phil Hamilton
- Lidded Pot
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John Sherwood our Chairman handing out the trophies to the winners of the 2015 Club
Competition. Well done to:-

Eddie Morgan
Standard Class

Sid Dodd
Advanced Class

Rodney Goodship
Premier Class

February Club Night – Mark Baker
Due to unforeseen circumstances this report has been delayed, I will try and get it in to the
May news letter. Apologies. The editor.

CLUB SHOP
Have you examined what bargains are on offer?
They include:
Our own mix of sanding sealer and cellulose thinners now in stock.
Three types of super glue, plus Kicker.
Steel bar to make your own tools
There is also plenty of sand paper, and polishes.
3 grades of Webrax
Ebonising spray etc.
The shop has now got pen kits to sell singly or in 5s.
It also has 2” Velcro-backed sanding discs (60, 80, 120, 180 and 240 grit)
Tack cloths/ safety cloth packs.
We buy in bulk and pass on the discount to members. Any (small) profits go to the Club.
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